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What’s new?
From release 5.02d, there are more columns on the Applications window. Furthermore, the columns you see can be resized
however you like it. For example, when you often use the column KW, you could make this column larger. When you would
like to remove a column from the view, just make it very small. You will be asked whether or not you want to remove the
column. These column settings are stored per user. Should you accidentally have removed a column, which you wanted to
stay in the view, you can reset the view, using the “Configuration”-window (see CCU manual 2.1.2). Notice that all columns
will be reset.

From release 5.0 there are also a set of new / enhanced reports available in CCU. These reports are extremely useful for
getting a good overview of your article range. Some reports are a great help for marketing purposes, because you can see
which articles are very important and which are less important. Others are useful for watching the progress of your articles.
Furthermore, you are able to generate a catalog like report, but sorted on article number. Let us take a look at these reports
in detail.
ABC Analysis
The ABC Analysis gives us an overview of the articlegroups we would like to analyze. After having selected one or more
articlegroups, optionally specifying a cross supplier, choosing whether or not we like to include TecDoc K-Typ number and/or
Article Attributes and an output file, we get a list of all articles within the selected articlegroups, together with the related OE
numbers, applications, and K-Typ linkages.
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The list that we now created is an Excel file, which has similarities to the Catalog Export Run (see CCU manual 2.5.2). But
unlike the Catalogue, which is sorted on applications, this file is sorted on article number. This way you can quickly see one
article’s data, for analyzing the applications and / or OE linkages. This list is very much like a buyer’s guide.
If we take a look at the highlighted example, we see that article number DIS00002 fits on several BEDFORD, DAEWOO,
OPEL, PONTIAC and VAUXHALL applications. We also see that for some makes, this article has one OE number, and for
other more OE numbers. Other interesting fields to notice, are the linkages (because you could see that an article is linked to
the Front as well as the Rear side of the vehicle) and the K-Typ column, which shows that some applications do not have a
TecDoc K-Typ number linked.
All “checks” mentioned above can be right or wrong, depending on the situation.
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ABC Top Analysis
The ABC Toplist generates an analysis of one or more article groups and displays the importance of an article. This list is like
the ABC Analysis (see CCU manual 2.7.1), but because also the parcranges are taken into the picture, it can give us
information about the importance of an article. Note that for the generation of this Analysis, you need to have at least a
subscription for parcranges for one country.
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After selecting the articlegroups, optionally a cross supplier, the countries for which you want to generate the analysis and
the Excel-file to write to, an analysis has been generated.

The importance of an article is indicated by a sequence-number, calculated by the total parcrange on article level within the
selected article groups. Within the report you can see the sequence, parcrange total, parcrange per country, OE number(s)
and applications per article number. Also included is a percentage indicating the coverage of the article against all articles in
the article group. Additionally it is possible to display a Cross-supplier article to analyse gaps in the cross-range.
If we take a look at the highlighted rows in the example, we see that article DIS01013 covers 2.24% of all Discs we have in
our database. In the next column we see the cumulative percentage. This means that this article, together with the first article
(because this article has sequence number 2) cover 4.79% of all Discs.

When we scroll down, we see, when looking in the column “cum %”, that we can cover about 50% of our total coverage for
Discs with 58 articles.
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Coverage Analysis Articlegroup
The Coverage Analysis Articlegroup shows us for the selected articlegroup per make the total coverage and the coverage
per country. Note that for this analysis you need a subscription for parcranges for at least one country.

After we selected our articlegroup, an Excel file like the following will be generated.

If we take a look at the example, we see that for BMW we cover 94.83% of all Discs. We also see that for Austria the
coverage is 95.75% and that for Romania the coverage is 49.49%. This is very useful for marketing analysis, because you
can see if you cover the countries for which you produce articles enough, or that you may need to produce more articles for a
specific country. Also, with this list you might see that there are some makes which are interesting for your market, but you
have too less articles in your production.

Parc Coverage Report
The Parc Coverage Report generates a list of the coverage of articles in the articlegroup(s) you selected, sorted on the age
of the cars.
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In the generated Excel-file you can see the total parcrange for the selected articlegroup after x years, followed by the total
parcrange for the selected articlegroup including working numbers after x years, and the percentage. After these columns the
same is shown per country.

Looking at the above example, we see the coverages for Disc Front, as well as for Disc Rear. So each articlegroup is listed
per level if available. At the bottom of each level, there is a subtotal line mentioning the subtotals for that level. For the Disc,
we see that from four years (in the first three years, discs are normally not replaced) until 53 years we have different
coverages.
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Gap-Analysis
The Gap Analysis shows the gaps in the articles linked on applications. In other words, it shows us all possible cars on which
articles could be linked, but we do not have a specific article linked to them.

After specifying the articlegroup(s) and an export-file, a report like the following will be generated.

Looking at the example, it shows us all Headline Model Database lines which do not have a Disc linked to it. There are two
options if you want to “solve” one of these. One is that the car does not exist in CCU and you have to create a new
application or add the Model Detail line to an existing application. Another is that the application exists, but there is no Disc
(or any other articlegroup) on it. For more information about “Headline Model Database lines” see CCU manual 2.3.2 and/or
2.8.2.
Articles Analysis Report
The article analysis report generates a report of article information for the articles you selected. You get a report much like
the numerical list, but only for the articles you selected.
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Note that you can select articles from more than one articlegroup. You can enter the articlenumbers, separated by a return,
or copy and paste them from other programs. The output looks like the following.

In Preparation Report
The “In Preparation Report” shows you the articles in an articlegroup which are in preparation. These are articles with a
status which is set to “In Preparation”. A supervisor can specify this in the CCU Supervisor Module per status.

On this window all status which appear in the report are listed. When we selected our articlegroup(s) and an output-file, an
Excel-file can be generated, like the following.
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On this list you can see information of all articles with an “In Preparation” status. You can quickly see which articles in your
database are in preparation/pending. If you print this list once in a while, you can see the progress of your articles.
Process Control Report
The “Process Control Report” shows you the months between the start of production and the change of the article status to
communicated of the articles in the articlegroup you selected. Like the “In Preparation Report”, a supervisor needs to specify
per article status which is Communicated.

After selecting the articlegroups, and the output-file, a report like the following is generated.
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Here we see the article information, the applications and the OE numbers for the selected articlegroup. The main purpose of
this list is useful for analyzing how long it takes between the article to be produced and the time the article changes to
communicated. This we can see in the following columns.
The column “Start of Production (SOP)”, mentions the oldest production date for all applications on which the article fits. The
next column is the date from which the article status changed to communicated. This can be seen on the History sheet of the
“Changing Article”-window (see CCU manual 2.3.1.11). The column “Months SOP to COM” shows the difference in months
between the previous two dates. In the last column the ParcRange is shown, for quickly seeing the importance of the article.
New Application Additions Report
The “New Application Additions Report” shows us existing articlenumbers, which fit on new applications.
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If we fill in the window like in the above example, we get a list of all Discs, created until 12/2005, which fit on applications that
still run in 2006, where the difference is at least three months.

This list is useful for tracking articles which seem to be old, but may be interesting for production.

Did you know?
We often get questions if it is possible to add parts to the different articles in CCU. You see this often when the article is a kit
/ set of articles. For example a wheel bearing kit, which consists of a wheel bearing and a wheel hub. There are also other
articles which contain parts that can be sold together with the main article as well as separately. Think of a tie rod end which
is actually a part of the steering gear, but could also be sold separately. As you can see, the need for adding parts covers
many article ranges.
In CCU, we have the ability to add up to 15 parts per article. Depending on how you decide to use these “partslists”, you
have different options. Because you might want this option for one articlegroup, but not for another, this needs to be
specified by a Supervisor. A Supervisor can define in the CCU Supervisor module which articlegroups need partslists. (For
information on how to do this, see CCU Supervisor manual 2.2.5 on sheet PartsList.)
The partslist may look like the following:
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You can find the “Parts List” sheet at the Articles window. If we look at the example, we see that we can fill in 5 maximum
numbers of parts, which is set by a Supervisor. In the first column, marked “Parts:” you fill in an articlenumber. If a Supervisor
set the option “Limit to specific Articlegroup”, a “…” button is shown after the first field. This button brings up a list of all
possible parts you can add to this article. Note that these “part”-articles need to exist in the database. In other words, first
add the parts as a real articlenumber and then link them as parts to the main article.
The next thing to notice is the ” ” button. With this button, you can quickly jump to the part’s Articles window. After this, the
Articlegroup is shown per part. In the next column, the quantity is shown. In the example we see that this article contains two
Silentblocks. In the “Remark:” column, you can specify any remark you like, for example the type of part. The last column has
a variable header, which again, a Supervisor can specify per articlegroup. You may want to use this field as a second
remark, or as extra information to quickly see the differences between the parts.

Highlights
In CCU, there is an option “PM Memo”. This option can be used for a Product Manager to add an extra text field to an article,
to notify the other users there is something special with this article.

You can easily notice the articles which have a PM Memo by the red “!” sign (exclamation mark). When you open this article,
you see the text the Product Manager specified on the “PM memo” sheet.
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